One-a-month

The Cooperative has adopted an option recommended by the Federal Student Aid Commission. The Cooperative is now offering a one-a-month payment option. This means that you can select the day of the month on which you would like to make your payment. This option is designed to make it easier for you to budget your finances and ensure that you don't forget to make your payment. You can choose any date from the 1st to the 30th of each month. The Cooperative will continue to process payments on the same date each month.

The Cooperative has posted its monthly statement online for easy access. You can view your statement and make your payment at www.coop.com. If you have any questions or need assistance, please contact our customer service team at 1-800-123-4567.

SADSON (AP) — Despite persistent rumors of a possible military strike, the U.S. Department of Defense said Tuesday it would not increase its rates for military vehicles. The spokesman, who asked not to be identified, said the department would continue to monitor the situation closely. He added that the department would continue to provide support to the military as needed.

In a related matter, the department announced that it would not raise the prices of military vehicles. The spokesman said that the department would continue to monitor the situation closely and that it would continue to provide support to the military as needed.

In other news, the Department of Defense announced that it would not increase its rates for military vehicles. The department said that it would continue to monitor the situation closely and that it would continue to provide support to the military as needed.

In a related matter, the department announced that it would not raise the prices of military vehicles. The department said that it would continue to monitor the situation closely and that it would continue to provide support to the military as needed.

In other news, the Department of Defense announced that it would not increase its rates for military vehicles. The department said that it would continue to monitor the situation closely and that it would continue to provide support to the military as needed.
**Student Senate backs war vigil**

$7 campus fee recommended

The University of Iowa Board of Regents has endorsed a two-hour peace rally to be held in response to the Viet Nam war, along with other local and national activities. The rally, scheduled for March 14, will last from 4 to 6 p.m. on the Iowa City campus.

Other events the Senate has recommended include a march on the federal building in Des Moines and a sit-down on the interstate.

**Student protests surface**

Call for student strikes Friday

By The Associated Press

Protests against U.S. involvement in the Viet Nam war were also planned at the University of Iowa this week. In addition, the Student Inter-Faith Council will hold a service in cooperation with the campus Christian groups.

Leaders of the student movement are expected to meet Friday and Saturday to discuss their next course of action.

The University of Iowa Board of Regents has recommended a two-hour peace rally to be held on the campus on March 14.

**Work-study jobs available**

All students who are engaged in peaceful, non-violent activities in support of the Vietnam peace movement and are registered for the university work-study program may receive up to $10 per week. This will be based on the number of hours worked.

**Attica games**

These photos show cell block life at New York's Attica Correctional Facility. The prisoner on the left is using a mirror to see what's going on in the corridor. The Monday, January 31, 1972 issue of The New York Times.

**Student Senate backs war vigil**

$7 campus fee recommended

The Iowa Student Senate is recommending a two-hour peace rally to be held on the campus on March 14, the day before Spring Break begins.

Other events the Senate has recommended include a march on the federal building in Des Moines and a sit-down on the interstate.

**Fall finals early in '73**

The State Board of Regents has recommended that fall final examinations begin at 3 p.m. on Aug. 30 and end Aug. 31.

**Football programs in ISA future?**

Iowa Student Agencies, Inc. (ISA), which is a state corporation that operates the University of Iowa's student union, is considering whether to drop or continue its football programs for the 1973-74 academic year.

**Claims nuisance laws are unconstitutional**

A rural Johnson County man is challenging the county health department's power to fine or shut down his small farm because of his refusal to remove an old, rusty tractor from his property.

**OSCO drug**

OSCO LOW PRICE
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**ICS cold schlitz**

SCHLITZ $1.19

6 Pk.-12oz Cans

**Kodiak 44**

INSTAMATIC CAMERA

Pkg. Includes

REG. $129.5

$92.5

**Imported ORIENTAL RUGS**

RUG RUNNER

$149

**Shark's bootery**

Jefferson Blvd., Downtown

SPORTIN' IT IN SUEDE

**FANFARES**

**We're Reduced**

Prescription Prices

Thousands of prescription prices have been reduced at Iowa's two prescribed price list for information:

If you can't stop in, call us. We'll quote you the best price by

PHONE 338-5495

Pricing effective new year 4.4-3.77

**Ashok Instamatic**

MOVIE CAMERAS $35 to $80

REG. $129.5

**SPORTIN' IT IN SUEDE**

SUNGLASSES

05CO LOW PRICE 6'0 SIZE

REG. $30.9

1814 Low.r

**SHARK'S BOOTERY**

Swagman's up the main 'dunker' lane with wide-white sole strapings' and a boat of vintage biker shorts. Find, ride or tax.

FANFARES
Editor’s Note: This is the second of two articles on venereal disease that appeared in the Iowa Daily on April 12, 1973. The articles were written by Daily Iowa Staff Writer Don Elyson.

The University of Iowa Faculty Council voted Tuesday to discipline four professors in the College of Medicine for having sexual relations with patients. The council members were C. W. White, the college’s dean, and William J. Brennan Jr., associate dean. The council adopted the resolution on the following points:

1. That the college’s Faculty Council vote to investigate the following matters:
   a. Sexual contact between any faculty member and a patient.
   b. Any other conduct by a faculty member that may be considered to be an ethical breach.

A student who is accused of violating the policy will be subject to disciplinary action by the student’s college, as determined by the university’s provost’s office.
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**To the editor:**

President Nixon honestly does not see this nation's error. He is blind to the failure, stupidity, and unfairness of a war designed to keep people discontented. He cannot announce total withdrawal, saving thousands of lives right now. He bombs, believing the cause is just, yet increasing the misery of Vietnam and the danger of even more terrible wars. His insane. His eyes must be opened or he must be replaced.

Everyone who sees the insanity of Vietnam must do something to stop the madness. Student riots play right into Nixon's hands, splitting the displaced with Nixon millions, and giving him a good argument to re-elect. Student power is the only thing that can be used most effectively, uniting the pleas of students within and among campuses, and even spreading beyond, uniting all concerned people. A common bond of sorrow over the war of hate for the world affected by the war can exert such great power, that everyone will hear.

Thursday, in the Union, 1:00 white arm bands will be given away in an attempt to make this common bond against the war seen and felt. If you get them, have see, and display them as often as you can until this nation's duty is done, and gets out of Vietnam. Or if you think of a better symbol you can give life to the union against the war, go out and get serious. Can you imagine all that?

Come down to the Union and pick up an arm band.

Mike McDonald
1115 Rainbow

---

**To the editor:**

**Operation Outlaw**

Dear editor, concerned students and townpeople,

**Operation Outlaw,** after a month of existence, has continued student support and commitment. We are now feeding eleven needy children on Tuesday and Thursday mornings. This is but a small number of the children who could benefit from the program but due to poverty and frustration concerning social services, few students are aware of alternative methods of change. Operation Outlaw needs your help.

If interested contact:

Barbara Desmond, Burge Hall
Elisa Sanchez, Burge Hall
Jerry Fields, Hillcrest
Mary Henley, Stanley
Lawrence Zarnowski, Carver
Jerry Thomas, Carville

Three people can inform YOU of how you can help actively. We need breakfast, transportation to and from the dormitories and moral support.

Do you dig kids? Will you become involved? Or will you close your eyes.

**Operation Outlaw**

---

**To the editor:**

I've been a Greek here at Iowa for three years now and all along I've watched myself and others why Greeks are standardized, stereotyped against, and put down. I'm glad of seeing and hearing of a lot of really decent people being put down because they happen to be Greeks.

It has been established that you are a Greek, cheating on tests from last term, or being a friend of a specific white student. And somebody goes out and puts up Mikey Prisue who finds normal life to be a lower standard than to talk to other people. You're wrong if you're Greek. But if you're a good person , ask a Greek, find out for yourself what you're condemning. If you're a Greek you may have one of the best lives in this world. A true Greek, finds out for yourself what you're condemning. If you're a Greek you will work to get society to understand the Greek's role.

Apparently now we all have the right of the status of the American Greek. All Greeks are different news items appearing under general interest in each of the three areas of interest to all and staff are interested in Research and Graduate News Reports, and play a major role in making the paper to be more practical and equitable to the life of the entire University. Again, thanks to all concerned people.

Judy Gibson
Abigail Crain
Clara Gehret
Mary Westler
Barbara Berenger

---

**People against the war should come out this afternoon at the Postercast**

Tim Yeager

---

**Never Fear**

"Harley Budd died a little Wednesday. He finally lost his battle to the Tap Root Pub." That's how Sun-Times Columnist Tom Fitzpatrick started his story of the recent eviction of the long-time beer-jake founded on little people, in this case a bar owner, in the name of urban renewal.

The Tap Root Pub was bulldozing on a block that had been condemned by the city in order that a private developer could put in a string of townhouses and a shopping center. The pub survived the Chicago Fire. It couldn't survive urban renewal - especially when the particular in this case was the local precinct captain.

Budd, the owner, tried to bar his door against a contingent of Balboa Drive heroes. He asked for due process, he got a rap on the knuckles by a cop.

Now, those lawyers answer to the man's problem would be for him to open a restaurant in the shopping center that will go up nearby. We're just sayin'.

Precinct captain Donald Lelob has been awarded a corner on the restaurant market in the area. Capitalism only applies to big business. Budd's only claim to a right to do business is to the nearly 20,000 people who signed petitions asking that the Tap Root be allowed to stay.

The eviction last Wednesday followed a lengthy harassment of Budd. First the city took away his liquor license. People kept on coming, bringing their own bottles. Next, the city revoked his restaurant license. That didn't stop Budd. He quickly found that all you need for a restaurant is food, a kitchen.

Budd's eviction was made possible Wednesday because the city acquired the property through condemnation proceedings and sold it to a private developer, the precinct's Democratic captain, Lelob, according to Fitzpatrick.

After they dug Budd out, and then the restaurant fixtures, and then his private belongings from his apartment above, the heavies moved in. "And there, we were moving a bulldozer into place close to the wood frame walls. As soon as the Tap Root Pub was empty they had instructions to destroy it."

And they did.

The Tap Root Pub was bulldozing on a block that had been condemned by the city in order that a private developer could put in a string of townhouses and a shopping center. The pub survived the Chicago Fire. It couldn't survive urban renewal - especially when the particular in this case was the local precinct captain.


IT'S AN IOWA CITY FILM FESTIVAL THIS WEEK WITH ALL THESE TOP-FLIGHT MOVIES AT ALL THESE THEATREs!
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Somebody with a hell-raising past.
The Crisis Center Cares

But who cares about the Crisis Center?

By RABY VEST
DAILY IOWAN

The Crisis Center is having a crisis.

Many people have been saying that this is the growing problem that lasts with a talk telephone as a solution.

We are the ones who are saying the same thing. Some people have been saying that there is no need to keep doing things to open doors.

Money is needed for real, important things, like salaries, shoes, and the phone bill alone averages $80 a month. But it's not enough.

"We need to make a big change," said one executive at the Crisis Center. "We need to figure out how to make this work."

In its wake is the problem and the effort to raise money for the Crisis Center.

The fact that 300 people are calling every day with a wide range of problems, questions - the fact that we have 300 volunteers working at their own center. Their level of commitment, their experience, is impressive. Everyone supports the work.

The Crisis Center is run on $30,000 a month, half of which is from the community. Volunteers give 50% of their time, and half from the advocacy. The same ratio exists among the workers.

Most people think that we are all students talking to other students. They are right; but there is a lot more to the work. We have a full-time staff, 72 members, all working 40 hours a week, and we are doing more than just talking on the phone.

Volunteers are given an extensive 40-hour training program in which they are selected twice a year, and cannot work at the center until their training is completed.

Mr. Vester, a crisis counselor, said, "We have a speakers bureau who come in and talk about their experiences. A doctor from the psychiatry department in the end talks about suicide, too. We don't need to be experts on helping relationships. We have a doctor who's about 20 years older than me, and I talk about our mental health, what I'm doing, and the other people will listen and then we go through a goal. The goal is to help them through.

"The goal is to help them understand what's happening. The goal is to help them understand what's happening. The goal is to help them understand what's happening."

There is a lot of training. The board will continue to work on the telephone line. We are trying to make them as effective as human beings.

Mental health workers in the center, in their professional capacity. They work as volunteeers.

The Crisis Center is one of the few organizations that work on the problems of people who are struggling with their own problems. The Crisis Center is one of the few organizations that work on the problems of people who are struggling with their own problems. The Crisis Center is one of the few organizations that work on the problems of people who are struggling with their own problems. The Crisis Center is one of the few organizations that work on the problems of people who are struggling with their own problems.

For him, Vietnam war began in '59

NEVADA, Iowa—One of the Vietnam War's first combat veterans was discharged from the military yesterday because of an unsymmetrical condition of the humerus in the left arm.

The veteran, Howard H. Barton, 30, of Watts, Okla., was discharged from the Navy on July 8, 1958, in the Viet Cong area, he was drafted by the U.S. Army.

Barton is the first American service member to be discharged from the military because of an unsymmetrical condition of the humerus.

Barton was born with a 6-inch left arm and a normal right arm.

"He had a combination of disabilities," said a Navy spokesman. "He was watching the movie with his right arm and his left arm was not up to doing the job of a soldier."

"It's a very serious situation," said the spokesperson. "He was discharged from the military because of an unsymmetrical condition of the humerus."

"He was discharged from the military because of an unsymmetrical condition of the humerus."

Barton was taken to a nearby Vietnamese dispensary, then flown to Clark Field in the Philippines.

Barton was returned to the U.S. on May 20, 1980, after being treated at the Naval Regional Medical Center at San Antonio, Texas.

International attention came when Barton became the first American veteran in Vietnam to receive the Purple Heart.

The Iowa veteran's case comes as an issue under the military's policy.

The Iowa veteran was a key witness along with Capt. Cottrell who went to the Department of Health and Environment to talk about the situation.

"We are all very happy that this situation has been resolved," said Capt. Cottrell. "We are all very happy that this situation has been resolved," said Capt. Cottrell. "We are all very happy that this situation has been resolved," said Capt. Cottrell. "We are all very happy that this situation has been resolved," said Capt. Cottrell. "We are all very happy that this situation has been resolved.

Barton's case is expected to be resolved in the near future.

Barton is expected to be able to return to his normal life.
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Barton's case is expected to be resolved in the near future.

Barton's case is expected to be resolved in the near future.

Barton's case is expected to be resolved in the near future.
Surfing Line
353-6510

SURFING LINE answers your questions, reads your mail. Have a problem or a question? A story, a tip, an idea? Call for the answer. In The Daily Iowan, phone 353-6510 between 7 and 9 p.m. whether you write or phone your question. Our phone operators are standing by.

Sidewinders—old mold
I picked up a new album by a group called Sidewinders the other day. I brought it home, pondered it, studied it, analyzed it, and then after a while I decided to listen to it.

There was no particular reason. I just wanted to hear what the group sounded like. I guess I didn't quite get the album. I mean, I didn't really enjoy it. I thought it was good, but I didn't really think about it. I mean, I didn't think about it. I mean, I didn't think about it.

Then I crunched it up. I thought it was an old mold. I thought it was a twelve year old mold. I thought it was a twelve year old mold. I thought it was a twelve year old mold. I thought it was a twelve year old mold.

It was a twelve year old mold. It was a twelve year old mold. It was a twelve year old mold. It was a twelve year old mold.

Not settled
The schedule for lectures and discussions in the Allbritton Auditorium can be found in the campus directory and in the catalog. The schedule for lectures and discussions in the Allbritton Auditorium can be found in the campus directory and in the catalog. The schedule for lectures and discussions in the Allbritton Auditorium can be found in the campus directory and in the catalog. The schedule for lectures and discussions in the Allbritton Auditorium can be found in the campus directory and in the catalog.

Today
CARL M. GREEN—Photography Lecture
12:05 pm—Granger Library

JAMES H. ELLIS—Art Criticism Lecture
3:00 pm—Hoffman Auditorium

FRED DECKER—spoke on "The Image and the Identity," his approach to the problems of the identity of the artist.

At the University Club
"You've got to know what the first cut, the second cut, the third cut, and the fourth cut are. The first cut is the most important. The second cut is the most important. The third cut is the most important. The fourth cut is the most important.

I'm a Melody guitar for learners. You can learn to play the guitar. You can learn to play the guitar. You can learn to play the guitar.

My buddy, I was the Dreamer. The second, it was the good guitar. But the third, it was the good guitar. And the fourth, it was the good guitar.

Perhaps you could take into one of these pictures. That's as much as I can say. That's as much as I can say. That's as much as I can say.

Today's personal style is to wear a shirt and tie. It's quite a lot to wear, but it's quite a lot to wear. It's quite a lot to wear. It's quite a lot to wear.

This is a stainless steel spoon on the table. It's quite a lot to wear. It's quite a lot to wear. It's quite a lot to wear.

You're going to get away from here. You're going to get away from here. You're going to get away from here.

Today's personal style is to wear a shirt and tie. It's quite a lot to wear, but it's quite a lot to wear. It's quite a lot to wear. It's quite a lot to wear.
Looking for a summer job? Good luck!

The DALLYCONTACT telephone kept ringing and ringing Monday night. You could hear the sound of footsteps in the Director of Student Financial Aids and the University of Wisconsin Department of Career Counseling and Placement. "Yes, we are just now opening the doors to the student financial aid office," said Mr. Steve Carter, in charge of the DALLYCONTACT reader service.

For the most part, Mr. Steve Carter said his office deals with students who are applying for part-time jobs, but they are also available for students who are looking for full-time work. "Employees sometimes call to ask for the name or address of a recent graduate who is getting ready to come home for the summer," said Mr. Carter.

"I'm a student here and I recently moved to the area myself. I'm looking for work in a city that has a lot of local entertainment," said Mr. Carter. "You can check your departmental job board and see if there are any open positions. I'm also syndrome to a female student who is currently working at the Children's Hospital.

"It's a federal grant-funded project, and we are looking for students who are interested in helping with research. The position involves working with families carrying a heavy academic burden. My wife has an English major and is interested in learning more about research. We need to find work in a city that has a lot of local entertainment," said Mr. Carter.

"I am not sure about the specifics, but it's more likely that you would need to check with the University of Wisconsin at Madison."
The Daily Iowan
SPORTS
Nine HRs as Hawks split

Gopher balls were the thing of the day Tuesday afternoon as Iowa and the University of North Carolina both enjoyed doubleheaders in Iowa-Stadium. UNC cracked an 8-6 victory in the opening game and a five-difference finale from the Cedar Falls School pitch over the visiting Hawks. Tor Harris, Ray Smith and Jim Buescher gave Iowa three runs in the opening game, while the second game as the Hawks were hit 19-10. Buescher's solo home run was the only bright spot in the second game as the Hawks were hit 19-10.

The baseball team is in the middle of a two-game trip to Iowa City for the next two games against UNC. The Hawks are coming off a 7-2 victory over the Hawkeyes on Saturday, which was also Harris' second game of the season.

The Hawks are struggling to find their footing this season, losing four of their last five games. They are looking to bounce back against a struggling UNC team.

The series against UNC is a celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Iowa State University baseball program. The Hawks are looking to make a statement in this historic week.
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